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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper describes a method of modelling a mode stirrer using the Transmission Line Matrix method. A 
procedure has been developed which automates the process of building the shape of the stirrer with thin boundaries 
whilst the stirrer rotates.  Improvements in stirrer performance are achieved by bending the plates of a simple 
stirrer. A quality measure is defined for a stirrer which is based on a free space model and this measure is used 
within a genetic algorithm in order to optimize the design of the stirrer. The optimal design is shown to improve 
performance in three different chamber sizes.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A mode stirred chamber consists of a screened room with the addition of a large scatterer or stirrer which is moved 
(usually rotated) in order to produce fields which are uniformly random in space and time.  By uniformly random it 
is meant that each position within the workable volume of the room has the same maximum and average field 
strength over time (i.e. over one rotation of the stirrer).  Although mode stirring has been used for many years there 
has been little research into modelling or optimising the design of the stirrer.  In this paper a method is described 
which models the rotation of the stirrer within the Transmission Line Matrix (TLM) software and a genetic 
algorithm is used to optimize the stirrer. The paper begins with a short description of the requirements for an 
acceptable mode stirrer as set out by the IEC and this is followed by a discussion on the modelling of the stirrer 
within TLM.  A simple stirrer design has been used initially and compared with a more complex design.  The stirrer 
design has been optimised using a genetic algorithm and conclusions show that an improvement has been achieved 
in three different sized chambers. 
 
REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ACCEPTABLE CHAMBER 
 
The lowest frequency, fs, for which a mode stirred chamber can be used must be both at least three times the first 
resonance of the chamber and also such that below fs there are at least sixty modes present.  The working volume 
inside the chamber is the volume which is no closer than one quarter of a wavelength (wavelength at the lowest 
frequency) to any wall, stirrer or antenna [1].  The IEC [2] specify that for acceptable mode stirring the following 
procedure must be carried out. The fields must be recorded at eight different positions within the working volume.  
If fs is the lowest frequency of use, then between fs and 3 × fs fifty uniformly spaced rotation angles of the stirrer 
should be used at twenty, logarithmically spaced, frequency values.  Between 3 × fs and 6 × fs eighteen different 
rotations angles of the stirrer should be used for fifteen frequency values which are again log-spaced.  At each of the 
eight positions within the volume the maximum field (maximum over angle rotation of the stirrer) is recorded and 
the standard deviation (deviation between the eight positions in space) is calculated for the three orthogonal field 
directions (Ex, Ey and Ez) separately and also for all the data together (i.e. 24 field values consisting of 8 x Ex, 8 x Ey 
and 8 x Ez). For acceptable mode stirring this standard deviation should lie below a tolerance level which is 
depicted in Figs. 2-4 although three frequencies per octave may exceed the tolerance by no more than 1dB. 
 
THE TLM MODEL OF THE STIRRER 
 
All the modelling has been carried out using the TLM method for a room size of 4.7m x 3m x 2.37m (although two 
other room sizes have been modelled using the optimal design of stirrer). A grid size of 5cm was chosen which 
enables the model to be reliable up to 1.2 GHz. This means a run time of approximately two hours is required (Intel 
PII 450MHz) for each angle position of the stirrer, such that a full turn of the stirrer takes 4.5 days; a finer mesh 
would have taken a prohibitively long  time. In  order to allow the simulation to be performed in this time scale 
required the reduction of the chamber Q-factor by setting the chamber wall reflection coefficients to 0.99. 



 
The mode stirrers considered within this paper consist of a collection of up to eight perfectly conducting (PEC) 
planes placed inside the chamber and these planes must rotate as the stirrer rotates.  PEC boundaries in TLM can 
only align with the three orthogonal axes therefore planes at arbitrary angles in the room have been modelled by a 
stepped approximation.  It was found that there was typically less than 1dB difference between the scattered fields 
from an ideal “flat” scatterer and the stepped approximation for frequencies in the range 200-600 MHz (i.e. between 
fs and 3 x fs for this room) and no more than 3dB difference between 600-1200MHz.  Software has been written 
which automates the positioning of the stepped boundaries to model the stirrer as closely as possible. Each plane in 
the stirrer is defined by three points, r1, r2, r3 (representing three of its corners) so that any point r lying on this 
plane must satisfy the equation r = r1 + λ (r2 – r1) + µ ( r3 – r1 ) for 0 ≤ λ, µ ≤ 1.  The procedure searches through 
each TLM grid point and solves for λ and µ  for each of the planes in the model in order to decide where to place 
the thin boundaries, checking also that no boundary overlaps a previous one. The entire stirrer must rotate and this 
is achieved by a procedure which takes any point ri  in space and rotates it through a specified angle about a 
specified axis. Since each plane making up the stirrer is defined by three points, rotating the stirrer involves simply 
rotating each of the points which define its planes. The final software reads in information on the original location 
of the planes making up the stirrer and the axis of rotation and produces input files for TLM which will model the 
stirrer as closely as possible with stepped boundaries; repeating this process as the stirrer rotates through a full turn. 
 
INITIAL RESULTS FOR TWO STIRRER DESIGNS 
 
The modelling began with a very simple stirrer, the aim being to investigate how large the stirrer should be (for the 
given room size) before attempting to optimise the design of the stirrer. This simple stirrer consists of four 
rectangular plates which are joined together along a vertical axis. All plates are at right angles to each other such 
that a birds-eye view of the stirrer forms a cross-shape (see Fig. 1 (a)). Several sizes of this stirrer were investigated 
starting with plates 1m x 0.3m and finishing with plates 2m x 0.6m. As would be expected, it was found that the 
larger the stirrer, the better the results were. Although the largest stirrer did not quite satisfy the IEC criteria, it was 
decided that sufficient improvement might be achieved by using a more complex design rather than increasing its 
size. Fig. 2 displays the standard deviation as required by the IEC to lie within the tolerance level for acceptable 
mode stirring (except that this standard deviation is plotted for all frequencies computed , i.e. 1667 values, rather 
than simply those frequency values specified by the IEC and is therefore much stricter).  
 
The complex stirrer is a design obtained from the simple stirrer by bending each of the four plates in half through a 
horizontal line so that each plate forms a 'V' shape (see Fig. 1 (b) and (c)).  There are two degrees of freedom for 
each plate and these are the angles which the top and bottom of the plate make with the vertical.  These angles were 
chosen at random to begin with and the size of each plate was kept the same as the largest simple stirrer described 
above, i.e. 2m x 0.6m. After running the software it was found that there was a significant improvement in the 
results. Fig. 3 displays the standard deviation together with the tolerance level for the complex stirrer and should be 
compared with Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  (a) Simple mode                                        (b) Axis of rotation                                 (c) One arm supporting                
        stirrer                                                         with four arms                                    two of the eight plates 

Fig. 1  How the complex stirrer is derived from the simple stirrer by bending the plates 
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Fig. 2.  Standard deviation with the tolerance level for the simple stirrer 
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Fig. 3.  Standard deviation with the tolerance level for the complex stirrer 

 
In order to quantify the improvement the average difference between the standard deviation curve and the tolerance 
level was evaluated over frequencies 200-1200 MHz.  The larger this quantity is, the better the stirrer’s 
performance. Note that if the standard deviation exceeds the tolerance level this difference becomes negative, 
reducing the measure.  For the simple stirrer whose plates are 2m x 0.6m this measure was 1.176 dB whereas for the 
complex stirrer of the same dimensions the measure rose to 1.450 dB.  
 
OPTIMISATION USING A GENETIC ALGORITHM 
 
A genetic algorithm (GA) was developed to optimize the angles at which the plates of the stirrer are set. A steady 
state algorithm using tournament selection was used based on reports of fast convergence in the literature [3]. Since 
each model of the mode stirrer in the chamber takes approximately 4.5 days to run it would be impossible to use 
this model within the GA to evaluate the fitness of the members of its population. The fitness of the population in 
the GA has therefore been evaluated by deriving a fitness factor from a "free space" model.  The stirrer is placed 
inside a TLM space which is 4m x 4m x 4m with free-space (absorbing) boundary conditions.  The problem space is 
excited from points which lie on a sphere around the stirrer and the reflected field is examined at 82 points also 
positioned on a sphere around the stirrer.  The angle between the Poynting vector with the stirrer present and the 
Poynting vector with the stirrer absent is calculated for each of the output points.  One possible measure of the 
scattering performance of a stirrer is the amount by which its presence changes the Poynting vector at each sample 
point, the greater the change the better the stirrer.  The fitness factor in the GA is obtained by adding these changes 
in angle over all output points and all frequencies. The run time for evaluating each stirrer in the "freespace" model 
is approximately 4 minutes.  
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Fig. 4  Standard deviation with the tolerance level for the optimised stirrer 

 
The "optimal" stirrer obtained from the GA was placed inside the chamber and Fig. 4 displays the standard 
deviation with the tolerance level. An improvement in the measure of the average difference between standard 
deviation and the tolerance level was achieved and rose from 1.450 dB to 1.502 dB. This may not seem a large 
improvement but, to show how sensitive the measure is, the amount of improvement gained by bringing all values 
in Fig. 4 which exceed the tolerance level to just below tolerance level produces only an increase in the measure 
from 1.502dB to 1.512dB. The optimal stirrer was also tested in two different sized chambers and was found to 
improve field uniformity of both chambers in a similar manner. Although the improvement is small, the value of 
having a free space model which can be evaluated at such speed and whose quality measure seems to be applicable 
to different sized chambers is great. More work needs to be done on discovering whether the free space measure 
which was initially chosen (i.e. the change in angle between the Poynting vectors) is the best choice for a measure.  
Some investigation into this has begun; the change in magnitude of the Poynting vector has been looked at and the 
change in angle of the E and H fields have been investigated as a measure. This work on improving the measure is 
ongoing and it is hoped that by finding a better measure within the free space model a larger improvement in the 
performance of the stirrer in the chamber will be achieved. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A method of modelling a mode stirrer using TLM software has been derived together with an attempt to optimise 
the stirrer design using a genetic algorithm. The evaluation of the stirrer within the GA is based on a free space 
model and the first attempt at defining a measure within the free space model has produced promising results.  The 
optimal stirrer based upon this initial measure has produced an improvement in three different sized chambers. The 
fact that this free space evaluation is applicable to different sized chambers is very valuable. This technique of using 
a free space model means a far faster evaluation of the stirrer; typically 4 minutes for the free space model as 
against 4.5 days to evaluate a stirrer within the chamber itself. Present and future work is aimed at investigating the 
free space measure to see if greater improvement can be achieved by redefining the measure.    
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